Self-__ books can help you deal with problems or worries
An __ book is a good thing to take with you on a long road trip
A journal is another term for a published __, like Anne Frank's
For a laugh, try a __ book
Homer's The Iliad & The Odyssey can be translated in prose or __
Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller wrote __ or plays
e.e. cummings, Robert Frost & Emily Dickinson wrote __ narratives give you a feel for what it is like to visit other countries
JRR Tolkien wrote the epic __ The Lord of the Rings
A literary work that is based on imagination rather than fact
Agatha Christie is a famous __ writer
A __ work of fiction that is not a novel, but more than a short story
Nora Roberts, Christine Feehan, and Amanda Quick are __ writers
__ fiction can deal with stories about outer space or aliens
Louis L'Amour is a well-known writer of this genre
__ are full of all kinds of facts and information
Little Women, Peter Pan & Tom Sawyer are considered __
A __ can be a companion book to a work of nonfiction
A book written about someone
Greek, Roman, Norse and Egyptian gods are found in the __ section
__ thrillers can include spies and government conspiracies
Dictionaries, thesauri and atlases are types of __ books
John Grisham and Michael Crichton are known for their mystery--
Hans Christian Andersen and the Grimm Brothers wrote __ __
__ fiction takes place in the past
A work that describes the facts about a subject
Most __ start out as hardbacks before they are released in paperback
Some authors publish __ of all their works or stories
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